Emergency Quarantine Housing RTC Building 300

Notification
Positive Covid test results processed thru GRHC Lab -> Lab Notifies PCD provider -> GRHC PCD staff notify patient of positive test and GRHC PCD generates a PHN referral in Nextgen. GRIC Public Health also notified.

Positive Covid Tests thru third party labs such as Stewart are sent directly to GRIC PHN

Initial Interview
GRHC PHN follows up on the Next Gen referral: interviews patient and assesses needs, connects to community based resources.

GRIC Public Health Nurse also interviews pt. All avenues of self-quarantine should be addressed.

If pt demonstrates need to quarantine away from home, GRHC or GRIC PHN will provide the patient with a pre-arrival checklist and a GRIC Temporary housing application.

Initiation of Temporary Quarantine Housing Placement
PHN will also notify the Quarantine Coordinator (MSW or CHR assigned) at 602-528-1200 x 1260

Coordinator will 1. Notify RTC Director 2. Arrange Transportation 3. Arrange a greeter at RTC

RTC Director will notify dietary, EVS Linen, Security of the impending arrival.

Due to Notification and staffing needs, Placement will only occur M-F during business hours

Transportation
Patient will be transported from their home to RTC via GRHC transportation ONLY. NO POV. Patient will be limited to 1 Bag and one small backpack.

Upon arrival at RTC, transportation driver will call 520-796-3860 (RTC Security) to have the gates opened.

Arrival
Patient should be greeted at Building 300 by the coordinator or designee.

Arrival Orientation checklist will be completed.

Pt will sign for I-pad if desired